Series of 3 projects

- ProVoTrain
- POÈTE
- WorkMentor
ProVoTrain project
Latvia 2005 - 2007

Was concerned with the 3-party agreement for VET and focusing on the learner by training for the use of the Portfolio of Evidence [PoE]

Developed for the Latvian Ministry of Education and Science
3-party training agreement
Blended Learning

Realizing Competences in VET

- Theory: in classroom or through internet
- Practise: learning in the workplace
- Assessment: both of knowledge and workplace feedback
POÈTE: Portfolio Of Evidence To Europe

Portuguese Tol project [CFPIMM] 2008 - 2010

Focussing on the role of the education provider and teacher
WorkMentor

ToI Project of VMA, Akureyri, Iceland
2011 – 2013

Focussing on the role of the employer, the mentor in the learning process
Why the WorkMentor project?

FINESSA run parallel to POÈTE set up blended learning OA in FIN & ES.

Evaluating this project found that the employer and/or the mentor was the weakest link in the 3-p agreement.

Logical succession to POÈTE
3-P-agreement
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Thank you

www.ifsat.eu
bastimmers@online.nl